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Chapter 481 Crush 

When Lin Rui suddenly appeared in the camera and rescued Tony while eliminating two Missiles and 

Helicopters, the crowds who were watching the live broadcast were able to see exactly what that dark 

shadow is. 

It was not the Iron Man special weapon they had just thought of, but a figure that was very familiar to 

the citizens of New York: Mirage Knight. 

“That is!… Mirage Knight!!” 

“Mirage Knight! That is the Mirage Knight of the League of Defender!” 

“Mirage Knight saved Iron Man!!” 

Seeing Mirage Knight rescuing the fallen Iron Man and hovering in the air, people watching the live 

broadcast in New York City shouted excitedly after seeing Mirage Knight’s figure. 

Some time ago, the news revealed that in the final battle between SHIELD and Hydra, a Vigilante 

sacrificed himself and there was a rumor that Mirage Knight had sacrificed himself. 

Therefore, when people saw this Vigilante, who might have been sacrificed, appeared in front of the 

camera, and saving Iron Man with such a strong attack, their excitement was very strong. 

Of course, in addition to the people in New York who are familiar with Mirage Knight, people in other 

parts of the United States also have some impressions of the Vigilante who has long appeared in New 

York. 

Now in the Internet age, the Fans Website of League of Defender is not only popular in New York but 

there are Vigilante fans all over the United States. When Lin Rui appeared in front of the public again as 

Mirage Knight and saved the most famous Superhero Iron Man, his reputation was rising at an 

unimaginable speed. 

Boom! Boom! Rumble! 

In the camera, after Mirage Knight rescued Iron Man, the Cyan Colored Sword Energy that had passed 

the two Missiles continued to tear the two Armed Helicopters apart, directly exploding them. The 

Helicopters flying at high altitudes for live broadcasts have been affected a lot, and their cameras were 

shaking. At this moment, Killian, who was leisurely watching the live broadcast from the back, was 

probably very upset. 

Call! 

On the battlefield, after Lin Rui threw Tony back to the villa, he disappeared in a dense firepower net. 

Although Lin Rui’s attack just now surprised Killian’s men and they were also surprised by Lin Rui’s 

strength, but they wouldn’t just give up on their mission. 

Tony·Stark, Iron Man must be used for their purpose, they would kill him no matter who stands between 

them, they are the Strongest of the Extremis Soldiers. 



“The three guys modified by the Extremis Formula, let’s see how strong you are. However, I need to take 

care of these little annoying soldiers first.” Lin Rui, who had avoided an attack, had already locked on the 

remaining Helicopters. After murmuring in his heart, he immediately rushed out. 

Brush! 

Killian’s subordinates in the Helicopter wanted to lock Lin Rui’s figure, but neither the radar nor the 

naked eye can track Lin Rui’s speed and they can only see a dark shadow flashing by. Therefore, when a 

Cyan Sword Energy flashed in front of the remaining Helicopters, they simply couldn’t respond 

accordingly. 

Rumble! 

When the Sword Energy passed, the Helicopters were all divided into two and they fell to the sea below 

one after another. For the current Lin Rui, the firepower of these Armed Helicopters is no longer enough 

which is quite Ironic because in the beginning, Lin Rui, who had only become Vigilante, had to do his 

best to dodge bullets fired from a small pistol. 

… 

“Wow! Mirage Knight is amazing!” 

“Is this the Vigilante we are familiar with? Mirage Knight is too strong!” 

“What are those Cyan Colored Rays? Isn’t Mirage Knight’s Signature attack is a Purple Energy Cannon?!” 

“I just logged into the official website of the League of Defender, and there is still so little introduction to 

Mirage Knight!” 

After Lin Rui attacked for a second time and tore the remaining Helicopters apart in an instant, the 

audience who saw this scene on the live broadcast all exclaimed. 

“Mirage Knight, is he already so strong!? However, why did he happen to be at Tony’s house? Did Tony 

know that Mandarin was going to attack him?” Colonel Rhodes who saw this scene was also very 

surprised but some doubts appeared in his heart. 

“Huh! Is that Mirage Knight? When did he get there? Did Tony call him for help?” Pepper, who was 

watching the live broadcast in the safe room with Happy, was relieved when she saw that Tony was safe, 

but she too was puzzled by the coincidence of Mirage Knight’s appearance on the Villa. 

… 

“So that’s done! Are you going to choose to escape now or continue to fight? I am looking forward to it 

either way.” Lin Rui, who had destroyed all the Helicopter returned to the top of Tony’s villa and began 

to look around on the sea. 

Not to mention watching the live broadcast focusing on various thoughts and speculations, Lin Rui is 

now looking forward to the next step in which he fights the Extremis Soldiers below the sea. 



Although Lin Rui has destroyed all the Helicopters, he can still feel that the Extremis Soldiers are still 

alive, and they are now accumulating powerful energy in their bodies under the sea. Their location is not 

far from the land, and the Extremis fighters will not be drowned. 

“Sure enough, are you still ready to fight? Then I’ll see how weak you really are.” Finally, Lin Rui sensed 

that the three shiny human bodies under the sea had accumulated enough power and were about to 

break through the sea and rush up. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Finally, under Lin Rui’s gaze, three figures with red light all over their bodies burst through the sea and 

rushed up. Behind these three people, a large amount of seawater was evaporated to form three bursts 

of water, and they rushed up the cliff like three human-shaped missiles. 

“The use of energy in my own body is relatively mature, but I don’t know how many side effects are 

there in using the Extremis Serum. If the side effects are eliminated, such an invention is enough to be 

regarded as a Century-Breaking Invention.” Lin Rui saw the three Extremis Fighters rushing up quickly 

but instead of worrying about them, he is still thinking calmly about the advantages and disadvantages 

of Extremis. 

Pū Pū Pū! 

After rushing out of the sea, the red light on the bodies of three Extremis Soldiers quickly converged 

back. When they started to climb up the cliff, their appearance had become normal. Of course, if they 

weren’t showing the same power and speed as Superhumans, they might really make people think that 

they are ordinary people. 

“It should be possible here, otherwise the fighting would be too fierce and they would blow up Tony’s 

villa by Self-destructing.” Seeing that the three of them had almost rushed to a cliff more than ten 

meters away from the villa, Lin Rui muttered and jumped down. 

Huhu! 

Chapter 482 Illustrate 

Kakaka! 

When Lin Rui was outside alone to deal with the enemies on the surface, Tony and Peter in the villa had 

already fought back and forth with the enemies who secretly invaded the JARVIS’s Core System several 

times. 

Although Cyber Warfare is invisible, it is still dangerous. If the other party really completely invades the 

Core System of JARVIS, then it will be a disaster. There are hundreds of Iron Mans in Tony’s villa and 

once those Iron Mans start to riots, even Mirage Knight and Spiderman wouldn’t be able to stop them. 

Card! 

“Huh! The initiative has finally come back! JARVIS, don’t let the other side retreat! Trap them!” At last, 

with Tony’s help, the other party’s invasion was blocked, and Tony also helped JARVIS in taking back 

those unstable control systems. Therefore, this is the time to counter-attack. 



“Yes, sir!” JARVIS who had recovered, agreed. Then, countless data streams came from the main 

computer under the villa, and JARVIS launched a 100% force to counterattack. 

“Huh? Has Jackson defeated the guys outside?” Tony, who was helping JARVIS to regain full control, 

turned his head and he saw that the Helicopters outside had all fallen into the sea, and said somewhat 

unexpectedly. 

“No, there are still a few people alive. They should be the soldiers made by that Extremis Serum as 

Jackson said before.” Peter, who had been watching the situation outside, replied after hearing Tony’s 

words. 

Peter’s hands were getting itchy at this time. The three Extremis fighters had already rushed to the cliff. 

Although Spiderman was not good at water battles, he was still interested in land battles. 

“Do you want to go out and help?” Tony knew what Peter was thinking when he saw Peter’s face, so he 

asked with a smile. 

“Yeah! Although I’m not worried that Jackson won’t be able to deal with these three people but the 

situation will become easier by having multiple helpers.” Hearing Tony’s words, Peter replied with some 

excitement. 

“Forget it, the appearance of Mirage Knight in my house is confusing enough. If Spiderman also appears 

than Pepper will be able to guess who you guys are.” Seeing that Peter was eager to go out and fight, 

Tony shook his head and vetoed it. 

“Okay…huh? Mr. Stark, watch the live broadcast!” Knowing that he has no chance to leave the Villa at 

this time, Peter was a little depressed. However, when his gaze shifted to the live broadcast on the wall, 

he suddenly shouted. 

It turned out that Lin Rui deliberately spared the High-Flying Live Broadcast Aircraft when dealing with 

those Armed Helicopters just now, he must have wanted them to continue their Live Broadcast. 

However, just now, the Live Broadcast Helicopter seemed to have received some type of order, and it 

had already transferred the live broadcast screen and began to retreat. 

It seemed that the people behind the attack thought that the three Extremis Fighters won’t be Mirage 

Knight’s opponents, or they did not want the Extremis to be exposed to the world so early. 

Anyway, the Live Broadcast has now stopped. Except for Tony and others on the battlefield, people from 

all over the world can no longer see what is happening here. What Peter and the others did not know 

was that the audiences all over the world were venting their dissatisfaction on the Internet. 

“Why did the Live Broadcast stop!?” 

“I want to watch Mirage Knight fight!” 

“What are those things under the sea?!” 

“What the hell is Mandarin doing? Is he going to run away now that he can’t deal with Iron Man?!” 



The battle was obviously not over. Although Mirage Knight had dismantled the Helicopters by himself, 

there must be other enemies and they can see that something was moving under the sea. 

The Live Broadcast was cut off just when the three flaming red figures rushed up from under the sea, 

which made the audience extremely angry. However, this live broadcast was originally broadcasted after 

the Mandarin Terrorist Organization invaded the media, and it is impossible for them to actively show 

their own defeat. 

Therefore, these audiences can only helplessly vent their anger. 

“Huh? Are they going to withdraw? Humph! These guys dared to Broadcast Live on TV when they were 

coming here to kill me. Now that they can’t do what they come here for, they want to withdraw and 

stop the Live Broadcast? This is not going to happen! I’ll let the whole world watch, I will let them see 

that it is impossible for the Mandarin or anyone to kill Tony Stark!” Following Peter’s reminder, Tony 

also saw that the Live Broadcast was cut off. 

However, now that JARVIS’s control has been completely taken back, Tony would not let the other party 

leave so easily. 

“JARVIS, send out Eight Iron Man to do a Live Broadcast of Jackson fighting those guys and cover every 

single angle. Also, contact Rhodes and ask the Military for their permission, tell them that if they don’t 

give me their permission then I will hack the official Live Broadcast channels, again.” The other party no 

longer plans to Broadcast their failed actions, so Tony will broadcast the situation to the world by 

himself, and he will broadcast it in all directions. 

“Okay, sir.” JARVIS agreed upon hearing Tony’s words. 

On the other side, Rhodes also watched the Live Broadcast disconnected from the military base. 

“It seems that Mandarin’s actions have failed! Although I don’t know what happened to those Iron Man 

Armors just now, the disconnection of the Live Broadcast means that their action has failed this time. 

Fortunately, Mirage Knight is by Tony’s side.” Different from other viewers. Rhodes was relieved to see 

that the live broadcast was disconnected as it means that Tony was safe. 

However, he turned his gaze away from the screen for a few seconds, and Tony’s call brought Rhodes 

back again. 

… 

Brush! 

In Tony’s seaside villa, the Iron Man Armors who had regained back their control and they once again 

rushed out of the Villa and soon hovered over the cliff platform where Lin Rui was on, occupying several 

of the best shooting angles. 

Then, light blue rays of light came out from the eight Iron Man Armors bodies and shrouded this area, 

creating a more suitable scene for shooting. 

“Live~Continue now!” Two seconds later, Tony had received a positive response from Rhodes, and then 

he had given JARVIS the latest order. 



Call! 

The next moment, the live footage from the perspective of the eight Iron Mans was quickly transmitted 

out. The Audiences from all over the world who had been interrupted by the live broadcast saw the live 

broadcast again, and the live broadcast footage was clearer and the angles more perfect. 

In addition to these, this Live Broadcast was from Tony and he had a guest role as a narrator. 

“Hello everyone, I’m Tony Stark, and I’m also Iron Man.” Although he didn’t leave the country, Tony’s 

voice can be heard from the live footage all over the world. Today, Tony, who was almost killed by 

Mandarin is going to take his revenge by showing Mandarin’s defeat to everyone. 

“Everyone out there should know me and it doesn’t matter even if you don’t know me. Anyway, you 

know now. I was attacked by a terrorist organization led by Mandarin today. They were also prepared 

against me and an accident happened, and my newly upgraded Iron Man Armor had some malfunctions. 

Therefore, only Mirage Knight who happened to be a guest at my house at the time could help clean up 

these clowns. 

You guys will now see that Mandarin is nothing and he can be defeated or killed.” After speaking some 

nonsense, the scene under the live camera has entered the wonderful part. 

Chapter 483 Playing Jokes 

When Lin Rui saw something jump out from Tony’s villa, he found that those were Eight Iron Mans that 

were coming towards him. 

Originally, Lin Rui thought that it was Tony who wanted to take care of the problem after he solved the 

problem with JARVIS’s system and was going to counterattack, but he did not expect that the Eight Iron 

Mans just surrounded himself and the three Extremis fighters below, and had no intention of making a 

move. 

Just as Lin Rui was feeling puzzled, Tony’s voice rang in his ears. 

“Jackson, Killian or Mandarin’s live broadcast has ended. I know that you will be able to take care of 

them. In addition, the people who invaded JARVIS have been driven away. 

This time, their action has completely failed. So, I took over and I am broadcasting the live events for the 

whole world, are you okay in dealing with these three guys? Don’t lose in front of the camera.” Through 

the headset, Tony explained the matter to Lin Rui. 

“Well, has Killian abandoned these three people? Now that I think of it, these Extremis fighters of his 

can even do self-destruct. It is normal for him to abandon them in this situation. You can rest easy, I only 

want to see how strong this Extremis is, these three people will not pose much threat to me. And, aren’t 

the Iron Man fine now, if there is any problem then you can dispatch the Iron Man.” After understanding 

the matter, Lin Rui said to Tony calmly. 

“That’s good, the signal has been transmitted, and now it’s time for you to perform. This is a rare 

opportunity to push up your popularity, you have to use it well.” With Lin Rui’s assurance, Tony also 

started Live Broadcasting with confidence. 



Although Tony’s Live Broadcast is controversial, it indeed is an opportunity for Mirage Knight to become 

even more famous. 

Phoo~ 

After talking to Tony, Lin Rui has landed firmly on the ground in the middle of the cliff. When Lin Rui fell, 

the three Extremis fighters had just rushed up. 

Looking up at the Live Broadcast plane that had left, the Extremis Soldiers had seemed to know that 

they have been abandoned. The three Extremes fighters did not show any expressions of fear, and 

immediately rushed over after seeing Lin Rui. 

“It seems that they are very confident in their own strength, but I don’t know if they are really that 

strong.” Seeing the three people pouncing towards him, Lin Rui didn’t draw his sword out, and instead, 

he rushed towards them empty-handed. 

Since Lin Rui has slowly upgraded his strength, he hasn’t faced any enemy empty-handed for a long 

time. However, since the opponent is empty-handed this time, Lin Rui doesn’t mind simply testing the 

strength of these Extremis fighters without using any weapons. 

Call! 

Without using his speed advantage to avoid the attack of the three guys in front of him, Lin Rui faced the 

two fists that rushed in front of him and responded with his own fists. However, Lin Rui’s fist was 

covered with a faint layer of internal energy, while the Extremis fighter’s fist flashed with a red light. 

Lin Rui was also very surprised to watch Extremis’s transformation and enhancement of the human body 

up close. Under the shining of the red light, Lin Rui could clearly see the muscle lines and bone structure 

of the man’s fist and the back arm. Moreover, with the rapid approach of the fist, a wave of heat also 

spread towards him. 

Pū Pū! 

In the next moment, Lin Rui’s fists were already facing the other guys’ fists. With two muffled noises, Lin 

Rui didn’t retreat but the two Extremis fighters on the opposite side were directly repelled by two steps. 

But Lin Rui didn’t pursue them, because the attack of the remaining Extremis fighter had already arrived 

and Lin Rui lifted his foot and kicked it out. 

Bang! 

This time, the Extremis fighter who was attacking Lin Rui from behind was kicked out by him. In the first 

battle against the Extremis fighters, Lin Rui’s strength was proven and he won the first round. However, 

the expression of Lin Rui’s face under his mask was not very relaxed at this time. 

“Damn! that’s hot!” After temporarily repelling his three opponents, Lin Rui waved his hands slightly to 

dissipate the heat while complaining in his heart. 

In the punch just now, although Lin Rui’s hands were wrapped with internal energy, part of the hot 

energy on the opponent’s fist attacked Lin Rui’s fist through the defense of internal energy. Although Lin 

Rui’s body has been continuously strengthened, he still feels that this heat is a little unbearable. 



“It’s no wonder that in the movie, these Extremis Fighters were able to directly tear open the Iron Man 

Armor with their bare hands, the energy in their bodies can be transformed into the ultimate 

temperature! That Killian guy must be quite powerful.” Lin Rui had now personally seen the special 

abilities of the Extremis Fighters and he also has to admire the genius that is Killian. 

The Phantom Suit has no gloves. If Lin Rui continues to use no weapons, he can only consume his 

Internal Energy to defend. 

However, Lin Rui does not intend to suffer so much from the energy that can penetrate the defense of 

Internal Energy. Moreover, Lin Rui also wants to try the opponent’s defense recovery ability? If Lin Rui 

keeps using his fists then he will struggle. 

Brush! 

Therefore, Lin Rui has pulled out the Beheading Spirit Sword in the face of the three people who rushed 

over again. As a Class B weapon, Lin Rui does not believe that the high temperature generated by 

Extremis can destroy the Beheading Spirit Sword. 

“Don’t blame me for using weapons. You couldn’t beat me anyway.” With a light tap of his feet, Lin Rui 

had already disappeared with the unsheathed Beheading Spirit Sword. 

Swipe~ 

Three consecutive cyan lights flashed out and Lin Rui’s figure appeared behind the three Extremis 

Fighters in the next second. After Lin Rui got a little serious, these Extremis fighters could no longer 

touch him. And at the moment Lin Rui moved, he cut everyone’s right arm neatly. 

Patter~Three consecutive light noises were heard and three broken arms have fallen to the ground. 

However, the Extremis Fighters whose arm had been cut off just frowned and they didn’t show much 

pain at all. A burst of red light has quickly poured out of the arms that were severed. 

“Isn’t Jackson’s move a bit bloody? This is Broadcasting Live now, it’s not good to be seen by children.” 

Tony staying in the villa as he watched the live broadcast, and his tone was calm after seeing Lin Rui cut 

off three arms and he only expressed his opinions. 

“Mr. Stark, this doesn’t seem to be so bloody. Because those people don’t seem to bleeding.” Peter, 

who was sitting next to Tony, heard Tony’s words and reminded him with a weird expression on his face, 

pointing to the live broadcast screen. 

“Huh? Really? That’s okay then. However, such unilateral beat-down doesn’t seem to be interesting.” 

Tony, who was completely relieved, sat behind and said with a relaxed expression on his face. 

“Interesting…” Hearing Tony’s words, several imaginative black lines hung from Peter’s head. 

Tony really hadn’t really seen many bloody things. But Peter has seen it before. In the beginning, Peter 

didn’t know that Mirage Knight was Lin Rui, and he had dealt with Vampire with them. That kind of 

creature is bloody. 

“Sure enough, they can recover quickly by themselves.” Just when Peter was thinking about the past 

things, Tony’s eyes suddenly became more serious as he looked at the rapid rebirth arm of the Extremis 

Fighters on the screen. 



Chapter 484 Solution 

Peter followed Tony’s eyes and turned his gaze towards the screen and he saw the right shoulder of the 

three Extremis warriors whose arms had been cut by Lin Rui just now on the battlefield continued to 

shine with a burst of red light. 

Under the red light, the bones and muscles visible to the naked eye are growing rapidly. Soon, the three 

of them regrown their arms and it looked as if they were not injured at all. Except for the chopped 

sleeves, it was impossible to tell that their arms had just been cut-off. 

“Such a fast recovery speed!” Seeing this scene before him, even the well-informed Peter was very 

surprised. 

“It seems that I really missed a very good cooperation opportunity at the beginning! However, this is not 

too late, as long as I catch that Killian, this technology will also fall in my hands.” Tony was also shocked 

by the scene before him. 

However, what he wanted now was to study Extremis by himself after he defeated Killian, which was 

originally their plan. 

Of course, in addition to Tony and Peter, the scene of the Recovery of the three Extremis fighters was 

completely broadcasted live. At this moment, the audience who saw this scene were shocked, and 

because they had never seen such a magical thing before, their astonishment was more intense than 

that of people like Peter and Tony. 

“What the hell is that?! What happened just now?” 

“Are they really human?!” 

“Why can their arms grow?! What is that red light?!” 

“Are they Mutants? Mutants are really terrorists!” 

The outside world is madly expressing their opinions and shocks about this scene in the live footage, and 

some of them regard the Extremis fighters as Mutants. Because Mutants does have similar capabilities. 

Not to mention that the outside audience was surprised by the picture of the Extremis Soldier’s 

recovery, Lin Rui on the battlefield no longer plans to experiment. After this simple battle just now, Lin 

Rui probably knows the strength of these Extremis Fighters. 

In terms of melee strength, these people have nothing more than the strength of Super-Powered Special 

Forces and they are probably at the level of a Winter Soldier. But with their characteristic of releasing 

hot energy, ordinary people really won’t be able to deal with them. 

However, to deal with these Extremis Fighters, he or anyone else can use long-range weapons or speed 

to suppress them. According to Lin Rui’s guess, the Extremis in these people should not be able to 

provide them with indefinite energy to recover themselves. 

Moreover, if they are destroyed in an instant then there would be nothing left of them to recover. 

Therefore, Lin Rui didn’t want to waste any more time. 



“This is over, now I only have to find Killian.” Lifting the Beheading Spirit Sword, Lin Rui said lightly while 

looking at the three people in front of him. 

Hearing Lin Rui’s words, the three Extremis Fighters glanced at each other, and then their eyes instantly 

turned red. In the next moment, without waiting for Lin Rui to take action, the three Extremis Fighters 

rushed towards him. Compared to before, the speed of these three Extremis fighters has now increased 

by one level. 

“Haha, is it similar to burning energy to increase strength and speed? Although it has some effects, it is 

still not enough.” Faced with the three Extremis fighters, Lin Rui was still very calm. 

Call! 

In the next moment, three red-brown fists had already rushed towards Lin Rui’s body. Without any 

intention to block, Lin Rui’s Beheading Spirit Sword flicked, and a cyan light had already passed in front 

of him. While swinging the sword out, Lin Rui also took two steps back. 

Brush! 

As the Cyan light flashed, the arms of the three Extremis fighters that had just regrown were cut off by 

Lin Rui again. However, the chopped arm did not fall as before but continued to fly towards Lin Rui, and 

the red light on the fist quickly became intense, and it soon came out of the arm. 

“Huh?!” 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

In the next moment, Lin Rui was puzzled and three consecutive explosions occurred in front of him in an 

instant. 

The intense explosion and thick flame instantly surrounded Lin Rui’s figure. It turned out that in this 

round, the three Extremis Fighters directly abandoned their arms and used them as bombs, any ordinary 

person simply wouldn’t be able to survive in such an explosion. 

Even Tony wearing his Iron Man Armor won’t be able to withstand the high temperature generated at 

the moment of the explosion. After all, the high temperature generated by Extremis can burn through a 

Iron Man Armor. 

Rumble! 

Mirage Knight, who originally had an absolute advantage was swallowed by the explosion formed by 

three arms. 

At this moment, countless spectators in front of their Tv were worried about Mirage Knight. And some 

interested people discovered something from the fighting style of Extremis Fighters, how similar this 

explosion is to the previous explosion attack launched by Mandarin. 

Bang! 



“This kind of explosion?! It was Mandarin’s explosive attack!” Seeing Mirage Knight who was swallowed 

by the explosion in front of the camera, Colonel Rhodes at the Military Headquarters suddenly slapped 

the table and stood up and shouted. 

“It turns out that this is the reason why no bomb part can be found on the scenes. Those were all suicide 

attacks! There are so many Self-Destruct people under Mandarin!” Seeing the sudden explosion of the 

three arms, Colonel Rhodes finally knew how Mandarin did his attacks. 

On the battlefield, a sudden violent explosion almost destroyed the platform in the middle of the cliff. 

Although the three Extremis Fighters who had abandoned their arms were the active attackers, they 

were also seriously injured. 

At this time, they were standing on the edge of the explosion and slowly recovering their bodies injured 

by the explosion. 

Huhu~ 

And when the three Extremis Fighters were quickly recovering their injuries, a sound suddenly came out 

from the hot flames in the center of the explosion. Then, a magnificent Cyan Light directly rushed out of 

the red flame and quickly rushed towards the three Extremis Fighters in the corner. 

Brush! 

The Cyan Colored Sword Energy that rushed out of the flames directly grew to five meters wide and ten 

meters long in midair and quickly smashed down towards the three Extremis Fighters. 

There was no reaction time at all, the three Extremis Fighters were directly crushed by this Cyan Colored 

Sword Energy. Before being completely crushed, the three Extremis Fighters were still planning to self-

destruct. 

But the speed of the Cyan Colored Sword Energy was faster, and it has already reached them by the 

time the red light on their bodies emerged. Under the suppression of the Cyan Colored Sword Energy, 

the red light on their bodies only made a slight sound, and then they died out, and there was no 

resistance at all. 

Rumble! 

In the next moment, the already shaky cliff platform was completely cut off directly under this sword 

energy. It was as if a small earthquake had hit this area and the cliff broke off from the middle part and 

quickly fell into the sea below. 

When countless rubble and dust fluttered down, a figure rushed out from the center of the explosion, it 

was Mirage Knight who had just been swallowed by the explosion. 

Brush! 

Mirage Knight, who looked intact, flew towards the Iron Man above him with a few taps of his feet. 

Looking at the collapsed half cliff below him, Mirage Knight floating in the air seemed so powerful at this 

moment. 

Chapter 485 News Explosion 



Rumble! 

“Jackson got stronger again! I don’t know how many secrets he has.” Tony, who was staying in the villa, 

thought helplessly while watching Lin Rui who was floating in the air in the video. 

Although Tony is familiar with Lin Rui, Lin Rui still hasn’t told Tony about his secrets. As for the origins of 

these special abilities and magic items that Lin Rui always have with him, he had spoken to Tony about 

them and he lied and the reason given by Lin Rui as to why he seem to know so many secret things, it is 

not credible in Tony’s view. 

However, although Tony wants to know what Lin Rui’s real secrets are, he will not force Lin Rui to say 

any of them, he believes that Lin Rui will be willing to tell him one day in the future. 

“Mr. Stark, don’t you need some Material Research Product?” Just as Tony looked at Lin Rui outside, Lin 

Rui’s voice suddenly came over. 

“Um…materials? What materials! Didn’t you kill them all? Where did the materials come from?” Tony 

suddenly reacted when he heard Lin Rui’s words. He originally planned to study Extremis, but now that 

the three Extremis Fighters have nothing left, where would he get the material for research. 

“The three arms I chopped off before seem to have not destruct, and they should still be underneath 

now. However, they will explode when they are not aligned.” Hearing Tony’s question, Lin Rui reminded 

him. Lin Rui also wants to study what Extremis is. This kind of fast repairing function is very interesting. 

“JARVIS, did you hear that? Go down and find those three arms.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Tony hurriedly 

ordered JARVIS. 

“Yes, sir.” At Tony’s order, JARVIS agreed. 

Brush! 

Then, the Iron Mans, who were still floating in midair with Lin Rui, separated and rushed towards the 

collapsing cliff below. They wanted to find the three arms inside. At this point, Mandarin or Killian’s 

attack on Tony was completely over. Of course, under Lin Rui’s intervention, Tony was safe. 

However, although the battle is over and the live broadcast is over, the outsiders are not satisfied. The 

fighting power they just saw revealed too much information. The strength of Mirage Knight, the 

relationship between him and Iron Man, and the three powerful fighters who they don’t know if they 

are Mutants or not. 

Therefore, for a time, the entire US media websites were filled by numerous questions published by 

netizens, including the official website of the League of Defender. 

“What is the relationship between Mirage Knight and Iron Man?” 

“Are the League of Defender and Iron Man planning to join forces?” 

“Did Mirage Knight changed his weapons again? And how can he fly now?” 

“Who are the three people whose bodies glowed and recovered automatically? Are they Mutants? What 

does the League of Defender think of Mutants?” 



“Is the bombing attack done by Mandarin caused by these people who can glow? Is this a real suicide 

attack?” 

For a time, follow-up questions and discussions about this live battle on the Internet have already 

occupied all the popular news outlet on the entire network. The media is trying to get even a little gossip 

and even if they can’t get gossip, they will arrange something out. 

As for whether they will be slapped in their faces later, they don’t care, at least it is enough to attract 

enough viewer rating at this time. 

Watching the explosion of people on the Internet at the end of the live broadcast battle, Peter in Tony’s 

seaside villa and Lin Rui, who had already returned, looked at Tony next to them somewhat helplessly. 

“Mr. Stark, aren’t you the Commentator of this Live Broadcast? Don’t you plan to explain it? Jerry said 

that the League of Defender website is about to collapse. He has called a few of his friends to maintain it 

together.” Hundreds of messages about this battle would be posted on the website every second, Peter 

reminded him when he looked at Tony who was relaxing beside him. 

“Don’t worry, I will come forward to explain in time. However, this kind of thing cannot be done in a 

hurry. It is always necessary to let others beg us.” Hearing Peter’s reminder, Tony replied calmly. 

Because of Mandarin’s attack on Tony was Broadcasted Live, it was very influential, unlike before where 

many things were solved secretly. Therefore, in order to give an explanation to the people outside, Tony 

will come forward and explain. 

However, it is not Tony who is the most anxious person at this time, it is the US government and the 

military. Because Mandarin is still a terrorist now and he is the responsibility of the US military. 

If Tony does not come forward then the pressure will eventually be transferred to them. With the 

attitude of the people now, the Military wouldn’t know what to do but it can be imagined how much 

pressure will be on them. 

“Mr. Stark, it seems you know a lot of things.” After hearing Tony’s words, Peter hadn’t reacted but a 

female voice came from behind them. 

When the three of them turned to look around, they saw Maya Hansen approaching with a weird look 

on her face. 

This time, Maya Hansen came here to remind Tony about Killian, especially Killian’s action against Tony, 

otherwise, she would not have tried to persuade Tony to leave from here. However, what happened just 

now surprised Maya Hansen very much. 

Maya originally thought that Tony would be caught or killed directly under Killian’s raid, but suddenly, 

Mirage Knight appeared. 

This Vigilante, whom Maya was not familiar with, rescued Tony. Moreover, Mirage Knight directly 

destroyed all the Helicopters sent by Killian and he also killed the three Extremis fighters, all of which 

made Maya a little bit unbelievable. 



Maya, who has been studying Extremis under Killian, knows Extremis very well. She also knows how 

strong these Extremis Fighters are, which is why she is even more shocked by how powerful Mirage 

Knight is. 

“Miss Maya Hansen, so you are still there, I thought you had left already.” Seeing Maya coming over, 

Tony raised his brows and asked. 

“If I had left then I would have missed this wonderful fight. However, I originally wanted to tell you some 

information, but now it seems that you already know something.” Hearing Tony teasing, Maya was not 

angry and continued. 

While talking, Maya’s eyes were still looking back and forth between Lin Rui and Peter. She wanted to 

judge the relationship between these two young people and Tony. She haven’t heard of any young 

people who have a particularly good relationship with Tony before, and the two of them are not like 

Tony at all. 

They should not be his illegitimate children, at least in terms of height. Of course, Maya is also looking 

for Mirage Knight, who just showed his strength but she didn’t know that Mirage Knight was standing 

right in front of her. 

“Oh? What were you going to tell me? I was really busy just now but you can say it now.” Pretending not 

to notice Maya’s sizing eyes, Tony asked. 

“Just…” 

“Sir, Mr. Rhodes is calling.” Just when Maya was about to speak, JARVIS suddenly reminded him. 

“Ah! Sorry, Rhodes is a member of the military. The matter on his side should be more urgent than 

yours.” Hearing JARVIS’s voice, Tony looked at Maya with an apologetic expression. 

“JARVIS, answer it.” 

Chapter 486 Surprise 

When the Live Broadcast ended, Rhodes, located in the Washington Military Building, received a call 

from his boss and they asked him to contact Tony. This matter can only be best achieved if Iron Man 

personally explains it. Moreover, the Military does not have much news to share. Therefore, they could 

only ask Rhodes to contact his friend. 

“Rhodes, what happened, did you watch the Live Broadcast just now?” After connecting to Rhodes’s 

phone, Tony asked easily. 

“Why the hell are you so relaxed, if Mirage Knight hadn’t helped you defeat the enemy then you could 

have died, but now the pressure on the Military is great. Tony, can you tell me if you have any news? My 

Bosses are breathing down my neck and I don’t know how long I would be able to stand it.” Hearing 

Tony’s relaxed words, Rhodes on the other end of the phone said very silently. If Tony is willing to tell 

Rhodes some news then it would be the best way for him to explain the situation on behalf of the 

Military. 



“Of course I know the news, and it would be very popular news. However, this matter is not completely 

under the control of the Military. If you want to know more then I would be willing to tell you privately. 

Now, do you want to talk about something else?” Hearing Rhodes words, Tony replied truthfully. 

“It’s not completely under the military’s control? Is it really…well, the people above me hope that you 

can explain to the masses what happened in this Live Broadcast. After all, you threatened to kill a 

Terrorist in front of all the media yesterday and that terrorist was Mandarin. Now that he had attacked 

you in your home, it’s obvious that Mandarin took the initiative. And those last three people have been 

seen by everyone. Now the outside world is very curious about the identities of the three people. Who 

told you to show such a clear picture quality during the Live Broadcast.” Hearing Tony’s answer, Rhodes’ 

eyes flashed, and then he stated the purpose of his call this time. 

“Let me explain, yes. But, what would I get if I do this?” Tony waited for Rhodes to say that, so after 

Rhodes finished speaking, Tony asked in a relaxed tone. 

“What do you want?” Hearing Tony’s words, Rhodes asked irritably, he knew that Tony would not agree 

so easily. 

“Although the Military is a group of idiots, they still have a few projects that I am more interested in and 

I may also need some special information.” Hearing Rhodes tone, Tony smiled and spoke his request. 

Although Tony’s technology is already the best in the world, there are still some special projects in the 

Military that Tony is very interested in. Although Tony doesn’t have so much energy to take care of so 

many worries but all the best things must come into his hands first and then he will have the time to 

study them later. 

Moreover, last time Tony talked to Rogers, Roger had said that he had found Dr. Banner. If he could 

persuade Dr. Banner to come back, maybe Tony could cooperate with Dr. Banner on some of his 

personal projects. 

“Okay, I see, my Boss agreed, now you need to explain this incident to the world first.” After taking a 

glance at his Boss standing beside him, Rhodes replied helplessly after seeing him nodding. 

“No problem, Rhodes, I will do as you ordered. Goodbye for now. I am about to appear on screen 

again.” After Rhodes agreed, Tony smiled and hung up. 

Card~ 

“So that was your goal all along, this is great!” Peter, who was watching Tony’s action from the side, 

looked at him with admiration, while Lin Rui had an expression that said that he expected Tony to do 

something like this. 

“Well, before Iron Man comes out to explain the situation, Maya, do you have anything you need to 

say? Perhaps the news you brought me can help me in explaining the situation more later.” After 

hanging up Rhodes’s call, Tony looked at Maya with a smile on his face and asked. 

The timing of Maya’s appearance is too delicate. Although Tony has not felt threatened by Maya, he still 

has some suspicion. 



“I work for Killian.” Maya didn’t talk nonsense this time and said something that was enough to attract 

Tony’s attention. 

Brush! 

Sure enough, after Maya Hansen said that she worked for Killian, except for Lin Rui, both Peter and Tony 

looked at Maya with surprised expressions on their faces. And Maya also understood something after 

seeing Tony and Peter’s expressions, it turned out that Tony did know about Killian. 

“Well, this is really something that I hadn’t expected.” Looking at Maya, Tony said with some interest. 

Tony was interested in Maya at first, but now he is much more interested. 

“So, what do you want to tell me? If you just want to remind me that the Mastermind behind this attack 

was Killian, then I already know about it.” 

“It seems that you did know something, but do you know how those people who can quickly recover 

and self-destruct appeared? Do you know what Killian is planning? Do you know that he has Mandarin 

working for him? “Although Tony clearly knew some information, Maya asked unwillingly. 

In order to gain Tony’s trust and after seeing his powerful side, Maya can only use real information to 

achieve her goals. 

Maya Hansen is a very aspiring Botanist, she is actually similar to Killian. She wanted to make her 

research achievements famous all over the world, and right now, Tony is the only one who can help her 

accomplish this. Stark Industries would also be a big help. Therefore, Maya prepared to rescue Tony in 

this attack this time without notifying Killian. 

“Um… Let’s see, do you want to say it is because of Extremis? As for Killian’s purpose, besides using 

these immature garbage as bombs, does he really think that he can rely on a Terrorist Organization to 

dominate the world? Poor Killian, he doesn’t even know how big this world is, and people like him won’t 

be able to accomplish anything.” Hearing Maya’s words, Tony replied with a calm look in his eyes. While 

answering Maya’s questions, Tony also belittled Killian. 

“How do you…” Maya’s eyes widened when she heard Tony’s words. Maya couldn’t imagine that Tony 

would even know about Extremis. 

“Well, since you have no useful news. Then please leave, I will be starting the Live Broadcast again to 

explain this attack to the world.” Seeing Maya’s surprised expression, Tony waved his hand and started 

to chase her out. 

“Stark…” 

“Miss Hansen, please.” Maya is not ready to give up, but Lin Rui has already walked over and asked her 

to leave. 

Lin Rui, who knows the original plot, knows that Maya’s purpose in coming to Tony is actually to gain 

Tony’s trust and have him help her in her experimental research, so he has already shown her mercy by 

not dismantling this beauty in person. 



“Well, I hope you can handle this matter. Maybe there are many powerful people in the world, but 

Killian will definitely not go down that easily.” The other party has already done this so Maya will not 

stay here. After a reminder, she turned and left. 

“Jackson, do you think this Maya is credible? Since she works for Killian, what reason does she have to 

inform Mr. Stark?” After Maya left, Peter looked at Lin Rui and asked curiously. 

“She is not credible. However, it doesn’t matter, she is not an important person.” Lin Rui did not explain 

what Maya wanted to do. Anyway, this girl will not cause any harm to them. Moreover, after taking care 

of Killian later, she may still be of some use to them. 

“Okay, now it’s time for the Iron Man to show it’s existence again.” Maya has left, and Tony is ready to 

open a Live Broadcast to explain the attack to the outside world. 

“JARVIS, pay attention to the light and get rid of my dark circles. I don’t want to look like a Zombie on 

the screen.” After quickly sorting out his appearance, Tony told JARVIS. 

“Yes, sir, the preparation for Live Broadcast is ready, you can start at any time.” Pointing the camera at 

Tony, JARVIS continued. 

“Ok, let it begin!” 

Chapter 487 Aggressive Illustration 

Dī Dī! 

In the League of Defender base, Jerry, who was hurriedly maintaining the League of Defender official 

website with his friends, suddenly received a message from JARVIS: Tony Stark is going to continue the 

Live Broadcast again, this time to explain the attack happened at his house. 

JARVIS notified Jerry and gave Jerry a Live Broadcast Channel link, because this Live Broadcast was a 

collaboration between Tony and the U.S. Military, not all media channels can broadcast it as they did 

before. Therefore, if the League of Defender wants to be able to show the Live Broadcast, it needs 

permission from JARVIS. 

“Brothers! We are saved!” After receiving the news from JARVIS, Jerry was excited and quickly 

contacted his friends. The reason why the League of Defender official website is so precarious is not that 

Mirage Knight shined in the battle just now but it was because the people were demanding an answer. 

Now that Tony is willing to explain, Jerry is relieved. 

Then, Jerry built a special Live Broadcast Channel on the official website of League of Defender within 

two minutes, and also typed the title: Iron Man Tony·Stark is about to do a Live Broadcast in one 

minute! 

Brush! 

When Jerry’s Live Channel was opened and the slogan hit, the entire League of Defender website 

instantly became silent. All the people who were still posting messages on the forums have disappeared. 

No one knew whether they were shocked by the news or if something else happened but all of them 

became quiet. 



However, this silence only lasted for a few seconds. When Jerry simply relaxed his wrist, the backstage 

of the League of Defender official website once again sounded with a more urgent alarm. 

The influx of people at this moment was several times that of before. Even if the League of Defender’s 

official website is strong enough, it is still a bit unsustainable under such a large influx of people. 

“Damn! Brothers, hold on!” Jerry regretted feeling liberated just now. 

Then, Jerry and his friends once again worked hard to stabilized the League of Defender’s official 

website. This time, they are mainly ensuring the safety and working of the Live Channel. 

When the official website of the League of Defender was squeezed by the sudden influx of people, the 

U.S. Military also began to announce Tony’s Live Broadcast through the Military’s media. Fortunately, 

the Military had released the news in a timely manner, otherwise, the official website of the League of 

Defender would have crashed. 

Countdown: 3; 2; 1. 

Brush! 

When the countdown on the League of Defender official website ended, the black picture turned, and 

Tony’s figure appeared on the screen. 

“Hello everyone, As you know I am Iron Man, Tony Stark.” Smiling and greeting the audience, Tony 

began to speak. 

“I believe that you have a lot of doubts about the attack on me this time. So, I will give you some 

answers here. Of course, I can’t say anything that I don’t know.” 

“So, let’s start now. Um,~ Let’s start with the qualitative nature of this incident. That’s right, this attack 

was a Terrorist Attack on me. It seems that he is also a man, at least he got angry enough by my words 

and he reacted.” In the beginning of the Live Broadcast, Tony first confirmed that it was Mandarin who 

attacked him. Of course, this is something that almost all viewers can guess. 

“This was a Mandarin attack. He chose a very good time to attack me because I was testing my latest 

Iron Man Armor, so you can see that it didn’t take long before the battle started. There was a problem 

with the Iron Man. Of course, it was my own problem.” After qualifying the incident, Tony explained the 

reason why his Iron Man was defeated. 

However, when Tony explained this, Lin Rui and Peter, who were standing outside the reach of the 

camera, were a little embarrassed. 

Obviously, it was Killian’s attack on the JARVIS system that caused the Iron Man Armor to lose control. If 

Tony didn’t take immediate action and if JARVIS’s control system was seized by the enemy, then the 

control of the Iron Man Armors might have changed hands. That result would have been very scary. 

“However, it was very unfortunate for them because I am very familiar with Mirage Knight of the New 

York’s League of Defender, and we have a very good professional relationship between us. He happened 

to be at my house today. So, after seeing that I needed help, Mirage Knight was there to help out. With 

the help of Mirage Knight, all the Helicopters were wiped out. I believe you have seen these in the live 



footage.” After talking about the reason why his Iron Man Armor was out of control, Tony finally 

mentioned Mirage Knight. 

However, it was originally a big scene where Mirage Knight saved Iron Man, but with Tony’s words, he 

just became a helping hand. Of course, Lin Rui won’t mind this, anyway, the audience has already seen 

what the facts are like. 

“As for the relationship between Iron Man and the League of Defender, yes, we are indeed in a 

partnership.” After talking about Mirage Knight, Tony finally threw out a piece of information that is 

more important, which is also a matter of great concern to the masses. 

Iron Man, the most popular Superhero has now joined forces with the League of Defender, a Guardian 

Alliance composed of Vigilantes. 

This is also the first time that Tony has announced the two forces in the alliance. As for SHIELD and X-

Men, these are hidden in the dark. After all, there are still things that do not need to be known to the 

public. 

“It turns out that Iron Man and Mirage Knight know each other! I wonder if Mr. Stark knows who Mirage 

Knight is?!” 

“Iron Man is really united with the League of Defender! They will protect us together in the future!” 

After hearing Tony’s sudden announcement of joining forces with the League of Defender, the crowd 

became excited. On the one hand, fans who like Superheros know that Iron Man and Mirage Knight 

know each other and have a very good personal relationship. 

On the other hand, Iron Man and League of Defenders are organizations that protect the public. If these 

two join forces then everyone will have a sense of security. 

“As for the three guys that appeared in the Live Broadcast, they are men under Mandarin and the 

product of a special experiment. 

They are not Mutants. You can call them someone with a special kind of body transformation. That is 

the reason they recovered so quickly after being injured, and that is also the reason why they were able 

to regenerate their limbs. 

However, this transformation is very unstable, and their bodies are like a bomb that can and will explode 

at any time. I believe that all of you are aware of this as you must have seen this on the Live Broadcast.” 

“So, the previous attacks by Mandarin were done by these men who were able to self-destruct. The 

reason why the Military wasn’t able to find any Bomb-Casing was because of these self-destructing 

attacks. “After talking about the Iron Man and League of Defender teaming up, Tony mentioned the 

Extremis Soldiers. 

“Of course, although these modified people have become self-destruct bombs, their recovery power is 

still very good. However, if you want to recover soon after being injured, I suggest you focus on Oscorp’s 

New Serum.” After finishing the Extremis warrior, Tony, in order not to let everyone pay too much 

attention to the ability of Extremis Recovery, he also specially advertised Harry Gene Serum, which had 

started its launch on the market. 



Of course, Tony advertised Harry’s Gene Serum to prevent others from paying too much attention to 

these Extremis fighters. He just wanted to stop anyone who would want to join Mandarin because of 

wanting this power and he also wanted to focus all their hatred on Mandarin. 

Also, Tony didn’t say anything about Killian. According to the information he received from Lin Rui, there 

are some High-Level Government people under Killian’s control. If Killian is to be completely eliminated, 

Tony must take care of these relevant people. 

“Then, the explanation about the attack ends here. I want to say one more thing before the end of this 

live broadcast, which is to Mandarin. I already know about your methods, so just wait for me as this 

time, it would be my turn.” 

Click~ 

The Live Broadcast ended after Tony declared war, again. 

Chapter 488 Busy 

Without giving the outside audience any time to ask questions or respond, Tony’s face disappeared from 

the TV screen, and then the entire live broadcast signal was cut off. Obviously Tony had disconnected 

from his side. 

However, although Tony’s Live Broadcast was short, the information revealed in it was not simple at all. 

At this moment, the entire United States and even the world are caught in another round of news 

explosions because of Tony’s live broadcast. 

“This Live Broadcast is over.” This is a row of characters printed on the Live Broadcast Channel screen of 

the League of Defender official website after Tony ended the live broadcast, and then the live broadcast 

channel was closed. 

“Huh! That was a close call! This is the first time that a Live Broadcast was launched and there were 

already tens of millions of people online. It was a good thing that I upgraded the Internal System not 

long ago, otherwise, I really wouldn’t be able to hold it. Thank you guys, I wouldn’t have been able to do 

anything without your help. I will buy you guys a drink sometime!” After closing the live broadcast 

channel, Jerry, sitting in front of the core computer of the League of Defender base, let out a long sigh. 

Then, Jerry thanked several of his hacker friends who had been helping him. 

“Haha! You should! Anyway, it wasn’t a big deal! But, I didn’t expect you to become a member of the 

League of Defender! I also like Daredevil and Mirage Knight!” 

“Yes! Sky’s Eye, as the top hacker among us, we are also happy to work with you. However, when did 

you become a member of the League of Defender? Did you find these Vigilantes? Do you know their 

true identity? I’m a fan of Spiderman, can you tell me who he is?” 

“Sky’s Eye! What are the conditions for joining the League of Defender? My skills are also quite good! 

Can you recommend me! I also want to be a Superhero!” 

After Jerry thanked his friends, the exciting replies from those friends came from the headset. They are 

all very happy to be able to help Sky’s Eye and they were also surprised that he turned out to be a 

member of the League of Defender, and some people also wanted to join the League of Defender. 



For these hackers, what can be more exciting than becoming a member of a hero group? 

Originally, the name Sky’s Eye was very famous in hacker circles, and he was also called god in them. But 

some time ago, the god suddenly became very low-key, and no could find him in those circle. 

Other people in the circle thought that something had happened to Sky’s Eye. After all, although the top 

hackers seem to be very powerful in the circle, they may be any ordinary person in real life. Problems in 

life are also very common. 

During the period when Sky’s Eye was low-key, someone had looked for him, but because of technical 

reasons, he had not been able to find Sky’s Eye. In this incident of Mandarin attacking Iron Man, Mirage 

Knight suddenly intervened, causing the number of views of the League of Defender official website to 

skyrocket, making Jerry unable to rely on one person to maintain it for a while, so he sought out his 

former partners. 

After Sky’s Eye shared the background connection of the League of Defender official website, these 

friends became stunned and they finally knew what had happened to Sky’s Eye. 

In this way, after this incident, these hacker friends excitedly asked Jerry about the League of Defender. 

Hackers are also normal ordinary people in reality, and they also have things they like. Vigilante and 

Superheros are what many of them like. 

“Um… this, thank you for your support of the League of Defender. However, it is very strict to be a 

member of ours. As for the true identities of these people, they need to be kept a secret, and I will not 

tell anyone anything.” Hearing his friend’s excited questions, Jerry replied with some embarrassment. 

“Of course I know that the requirements would be strict. After all, our ability is not as good as yours. 

However, can I become a peripheral member of the League of Defender? 

I think many organizations have core members and peripheral members, so I can also be considered a 

member for the League of Defender!” Hearing Jerry’s words, one of his friends quickly said again. 

“Yes, I also want to be a peripheral member! This way I will at least have a chance to meet my idol, 

Mirage Knight!” After the first hacker friend proposed, another friend hurriedly shouted. 

“And me! I want to see Spiderman!” The remaining one also shouted. 

“This…I can’t decide that. But, I’ll talk to Mirage Knight.” After thinking about this for some time, Jerry 

replied. As for the peripheral members, he will need to ask for other’s opinions. 

Dī Dī Dī Dī! 

Just as Jerry was chatting with his friends, an alarm sounded from the backstage of the League of 

Defenders’ official website. It turned out that after the live broadcast ended, the live broadcast channel 

was also disconnected. 

The people who flooded into the official website of the League of Defenders were forced out. After all, 

watching the Live Broadcast does not require much. After a while, those who were not members of the 

League of Defender official website were applying for membership in large quantities through the 

background. 



The membership of the official website of the League of Defender has grown rapidly in a short period of 

time, and finally reached the point where the website could not bear it. 

“What the hell? Hey Guys, I’ll talk about the peripheral members later, help me through this difficulty 

first!” Seeing the busyness of the backstage system, Jerry put his hands on the keyboard again and he 

also spoke to his friends. 

“Haha, of course!” 

“No problem!” 

“Yes!” 

… 

While Jerry and his friends were busy maintaining the official website of the League of Defender, Tony is 

relaxing on the sofa in his beach villa. 

“Mr. Stark, although I don’t mind you resting here. But don’t you think you should take advantage of the 

victory now? Maya’s purpose in coming here was not to help us, although I don’t know really know what 

it is. So, Killian may be thinking about something now. We atleast need to prepare our next 

countermeasure. Don’t forget, there are many people in Government who are in a high position and 

they are working with Killian.” Lin Rui reminded helplessly as he saw Tony resting on the sofa with his 

eyes closed. 

Killian is a very talented person and he has a high IQ. He can use the technology in his hand to get the 

Vice-President to stand by his side, which allows him to implement some shady methods very well. 

And Lin Rui had already told Tony what he knew, but now Tony looks so laid-back. If Killian planned 

something else because of the failure of this attack on Tony then they would not know anything. 

Moreover, the current plot may have changed a lot, and Lin Rui can’t predict what will happen next. So, 

as Lin Rui thought, while Killian’s plan was broken, Tony should use the most powerful force to capture 

Killian in one fell swoop. This way, they can avoid possible accidents later, anyway, Tony needs to solve 

this matter as soon as possible. 

Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Tony sitting on the sofa suddenly raised his head and then spoke calmly. 

“Jackson, do you think I rely too much on the Iron Man Armor? Would the Iron Man Armor be enough 

for the future? Am I just the Iron Man or am I still Tony Stark?” 

Chapter 490 Powerful 

Just after all the Extremis fighters who attacked Tony were wiped out by Lin Rui with great strength, 

there was a sudden sound of broken things in a luxurious manor in Miami, Florida. 

Hoop! 

“Damn it! Iron Man! Tony·Stark! Mirage Knight! Damn them all!” After smashing everything in the room, 

Aldrich·Killian stared at the figure of Tony Stark on the screen and shouted bitterly. 



The plan to attack Tony this time was planned by Killian because of the game Tony played with Killian 

more than ten years ago that made him hate him until now. 

Now that Killian has enough power in his hands, he wants revenge. However, the originally foolproof 

plan had an accident, and the appearance of Mirage Knight directly killed any plan Killian had. 

In this attack, Killian not only dispatched three Extremis fighters but he also took the risk of using his 

network team that could compete with the Super-Intelligent system named JARVIS. 

The failure of this plan almost made JARVIS track them along with the cyber attack. If JARVIS had been 

successfull then Killian would have lost more than the three Extremis fighters and several Armed 

Helicopters. 

Da Da~ 

Just as Killian was venting his anger in the room alone, a sound of footsteps came in from outside. 

Someone dared to come here when Killian was so angry which means that the identity of the person 

who walked in was definitely not simple. As the footsteps approached, the person who walked in finally 

revealed his entire figure. 

It turned out to be an old man with a long beard that seemed to be getting older. Although this old man 

looks very ordinary, there are probably only a few people in the world who doesn’t know him at this 

point. Because he is the leader of the most famous Terrorist Organization recently: He is the Mandarin. 

“Mr. Aldrich, I lost my pride and my words were proven wrong for you this time! Everyone outside 

knows that I attacked Iron Man, but how many people know that it was you who attacked him simply 

because of taking revenge?” Walking to Killian’s side, Mandarin said lightly. 

Brush! 

Hearing the sound coming from behind him, Killian instantly turned around and stared at Mandarin. 

Although Mandarin’s words were very rude, Killian did not get angry, and instead, he suppressed his 

anger. 

“You also agreed to this course of action. Iron Man is a huge obstacle in our plans. And, don’t you want 

to get rid of him too? And now you are here blaming me after our plan has failed.” Killian responded in a 

low tone. 

“Of course I didn’t say that this plan shouldn’t be taken, but it just requires more careful planning. 

Although it is necessary to deal with Tony Stark, your action this time was too hasty, and it will be very 

difficult to create another opportunity later.” Mandarin said lightly after smoothing his long beard. 

“Huh! Tony Stark would have died if it hadn’t been for that Mirage Knight!” Hearing Mandarin’s words, 

Killian replied sharply. 

“But he is not dead now, and Maya Hansen’s plan does not seem to have much effect either. From the 

news she sent back, Tony Stark already seems to have known that you are going to deal with him. So, 

you’d better stay hidden for a while.” Not responding to Killian’s anger, Mandarin continued. 

“That Bitch Maya?! Maybe she told Tony Stark about the attack! She always wanted to get her research 

results recognized by the public and publish them on the market as soon as possible. There was no such 



news of the attack plan and nobody should have known about it except for us. She must have gone to 

Tony Stark to tell him this information.” Killian, who had been slowly quieting down, suddenly became 

angry when he heard Mandarin’s sentences. 

It seems that he was very angry about Maya’s appearance at Tony’s beach villa. 

“Anyway, Maya is at least close to Tony Stark and knows what he knows about you. So, she at least 

played a role. You should hide for a while, just until we solve the final optimization problem of the 

Extremis Serum.” Seeing Killian’s sudden anger, Mandarin waved his hand and said lightly. 

“You!……” 

Call! 

Originally, Killian was filled with anger, but he couldn’t vent it faced with the Mandarin. In the end, 

Killian waved his hand and rushed out of the room. He was worried that if he continued to stay here 

then he would beat up the old man in front of him. However, Killian’s final goal still needs the support of 

the old man in front of him. 

“Hehe, if it weren’t for me, would you have what you have today?” Mandarin whispered indifferently as 

he looked at Killian’s hateful departure. Then, Mandarin also left. 

From the conversation between Mandarin and Killian just now, it seems that the Mandarin dominated 

the whole process. It was obvious that between Killian and Mandarin, Mandarin’s identity is higher. 

However, in the original plot that Lin Rui knew, Mandarin was just an actor that Killian hired for him. In 

fact, there was no Mandarin at all, and no terrorists, it was only Killian’s Extremis Fighters. Therefore, 

the plot clearly differs from what Lin Rui knows. 

This Mandarin can even control Killian, so it is quite obvious that he is a very dangerous figure. At the 

very least, he is not an actor. 

After Killian and Mandarin had a friendly chat in the room for a few minutes, the people in this luxurious 

manor began to retreat. The bodyguards who were guarding everywhere left the manor one by one, and 

the people inside quickly left in batches. 

As for the secret instruments hidden in the depths of the manor, they were also transferred by many 

Armed Helicopters. After their plan of killing Tony Stark failed, Mandarin and Killian decided not to stay 

here waiting for Tony to find them. 

… 

Huhuhu! 

Just an hour after this luxurious manor was completely evacuated, there was a burst of sound in the air. 

Then, many Iron Mans heavily armed with weapons had already rushed down from midair. 

Under Lin Rui’s reminder, Tony spent some time investigating some of Killian’s old stomping ground and 

he had found this secret base, and dispatched the Iron Man army immediately. 

Buzz! 



Suspended in mid-air, Tony was able to see the whole view of the manor through a dozen Iron Man 

scans. However, this manor that should be Killian’s base has nothing at this time. 

“JARVIS, are you sure it is here?” Tony asked suspiciously as he saw the empty scene of the manor that 

was constantly refreshing on the translucent screen in front of him. 

“Yes, sir, the clues we are looking for points to this. However, it seems that they already knew that we 

would be coming and evacuated, probably more than an hour ago.” Hearing Tony’s question, JARVIS 

quickly replied. 

“Evacuated? So fast!” Tony was a little surprised when he heard JARVIS’s answer. It only took him three 

hours to pursue the clues this time. It was not easy for such a large manor to be evacuated but the fact 

is that Killian did retreat. 

“It seems that Killian is not stupid! But, does he really think that he can avoid me forever? JARVIS, leave 

some Iron Man behind to scan the inside and outside of this place carefully to see if there are any clues 

they left behind, we would be going back. I am good at finding someone like this but there are some 

people who are good at it.” 

Huhuhu! 

Then, dozens of Iron Mans whizzed up and left after leaving more than ten Iron Man here. 

Chapter 489 Pressure 

“Am I just the Iron Man or am I still Tony Stark?” Sitting on the sofa, Tony raised his head and looked at 

Lin Rui and asked seriously. 

The reason Tony thinks so is also because of Killian’s attack on him today which had a greater impact on 

him. Before that, Tony had never encountered any danger or difficulties because of the strength of his 

Iron Man Armor. 

After all, the Iron Man Armor can already be regarded as the top weapon in the world. However, what 

happened just now made Tony clearly realize that if he had no Iron Man Armor then he is a very fragile 

ordinary person, and anyone can destroy him at any time they want. 

In the original plot, Tony also developed a mental illness because he relied too much on the Iron Man 

Armor and he would fall into a very delicate state of a panic attack when he lost the Iron Man Armor. 

Moreover, the shrapnels inside Tony’s chest have not been taken out because they are too close to his 

heart. This will continue to put some pressure on Tony. Therefore, after today’s scene where his Iron 

Man Armor was controlled by the enemy, Tony’s backlog of emotions suddenly broke out. 

Tony didn’t think about it too much because of the excitement after the fight. But now that the Live 

Broadcast is over, the feeling in Tony’s heart completely broke out. 

“Huh?” Lin Rui, who had thought Tony didn’t immediately counterattack because he didn’t care about 

Killian, suddenly looked serious when he heard Tony’s words. 

Phoo~ 



“Tony, why do you think that?” Lin Rui asked softly while he squatted down in front of Tony. At this 

time, Lin Rui had also noticed the change in Tony’s psychology. 

“Why do I think like that? Tony Stark is just an ordinary person and without the Iron Man Armor, he 

can’t even guarantee his own safety. Actually, I may not be able to bear the title of Iron Man at all.” 

Tony answered the young man in front of him seriously. 

“Mr. Stark, that’s not the case! You are the Iron Man! And the Iron Man is you!” Hearing Tony’s words, 

Peter said excitedly from the side. As a person who admires Tony very much, Peter would not think that 

other people wearing the Iron Man Armor are Iron Man. There is only one Iron Man, and that is Tony 

Stark. 

“Peter, I am Iron Man, but the Iron Man may not necessarily be me,” Tony said with a smile on his face 

when he heard what Peter had said. 

“Mr. Stark, Peter is right. Iron Man is you, and there will only be you. What can other people represent 

even if they wear the Armor? Do we think that they are Iron Man? If it was not for Tony Stark then there 

would have been no Iron Man. The meaning of Iron Man is far more than a Steel Suit. Its meaning 

cannot be expressed by an Armor without emotion. Since the appearance of Iron Man, you have done 

so many things, these are your qualifications for the title of Iron Man!” Realizing that Tony is having 

some problems with his emotions, Lin Rui said with a serious look on his face. 

It is true that many people can wear the Iron Man Armor but its significance does not lie in the Armor 

itself, but who wears it. Since Tony created the Iron Man Armor, he has been committed to fighting 

terrorists and saving innocent civilians. 

There have been many times that Tony wore his Armor and went through many dangerous places. This 

Tony is what Iron Man looks like, and it is also the reason why Iron Man can become the most popular 

Superhero today. 

Without Tony, the steel suit would be nothing more than an advanced piece of armor, which might 

become a weapon for the US military’s armed forces. 

But because of Tony’s existence, he withstood the tremendous pressure from the US military, tightly 

pinching the ownership of the Iron Man Armor in his own hands, and he assumed the responsibility of 

protecting innocent civilians in the United States and the world. 

Only such a person can be called Iron Man and Tony is such a person and it is far from what a steel suit 

can express. 

“Really? But I can’t even protect myself if I don’t have the Armor.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Tony felt 

better, but he was still a little unconfident. 

“Also, this thing in my chest. Although it looks good but I don’t want to wear it all the time. Without it, 

the shrapnel in my heart will soon kill me.” Tony pointed at the Miniature Arc Reactor on his chest as he 

spoke. 

“Huh!? This, haven’t you been cured a long time ago? Wy can’t you get rid of this Arc Reactor?” After 

hearing Tony’s words, Lin Rui, who was already relaxed, suddenly became nervous again. 



Lin Rui, who is not very familiar with the original plot, had forgotten this situation a long time ago. He 

thought that Tony had completely recovered after drinking the Elven Holy Spring Water he gave him. 

In fact, the last Elven Holy Spring Water only allowed Tony to recover from Palladium Poisoning. As for 

the Shrapnel in Tony’s chest, the Elven Holy Spring Water did not have the power to make them 

disappear. 

In these days, Tony is completely dependent on the Miniature Arc Reactor in his chest to sustain his life. 

Although in theory, as long as the Arc Reactor is always there, Tony will not be in danger but the Arc 

Reactor is also a time bomb and no one would be at ease while wearing it. 

“The shrapnels in my chest have always been there, but because of the Arc Reactor, they will not move.” 

Seeing Lin Rui’s unexpected expression, Tony explained. 

“Are there no doctor who can take it out?” Lin Rui asked with a frown upon hearing Tony’s explanation. 

The general treatment of this kind of thing is really useless, whether it is the Gene Therapy Serum or the 

magic therapy item in Lin Rui’s hand, they would only allow the body to recover independently. But 

there is a foreign substance on Tony’s body and if he can’t get it out then it will be useless even if he is 

treated well. 

“I have checked with a lot of doctors and they are not completely sure that they would be able to take 

out these shrapnels. And with Arc Reactor, they all suggested that I keep the status quo.” Seeing that Lin 

Rui is very concerned about his situation, Tony is no longer as depressed as before. 

Moreover, Lin Rui and Peter were very supportive of Tony, and the negative thoughts in his heart slowly 

dissipated. 

“Jackson, do you have a way to heal him?” Peter had been listening to their conversation, and when he 

heard this, he asked Lin Rui. 

“… I’m not a doctor, so I can’t make a judgment.” Lin Rui shook his head when he heard Peter’s words. 

“But, Tony, do you know someone called Stephen Strange?” Lin Rui first denied that he had no way but 

then a bright light flashed in his eyes and he looked at Tony and asked. 

“Stephen Strange? Who is that? I seem to have heard of his name but I shouldn’t know him.” Tony 

replied after hearing the name suddenly popped out of Lin Rui’s mouth. Hearing the name Stephen 

Strange, Tony did feel that the name was a little familiar. He should have heard it somewhere, but he 

definitely didn’t know him. 

“Sir, Stephen Strange is a very good Neurosurgeon. He is also the youngest genius doctor.” When Tony 

wondered who this Stephen Strange is, JARVIS answered in a timely manner. 

“A Genius Neurosurgeon? Jackson, do you mean that this doctor can help me get the shrapnel out of my 

chest?” Tony’s eyes flashed and he asked Lin Rui after hearing the information from JARVIS. 

But Tony’s problem was the shrapnels in his chest, not a nerve injury. He didn’t think a genius doctor in 

neurology could help him. 



“How would you know if you don’t try? This Doctor Strange is very interested in some difficult diseases, 

and his medical skills are very good, maybe there is a way to help you.” Lin Rui does not know about the 

doctor who appeared later to perform an operation on Tony, but he knew Strange, who would become 

Doctor Strange in the future. 

Dr. Stephen Strange was a very famous Genius Neurosurgeon before he became Dr. Strange, and he 

himself was very interested in all kinds of intractable diseases. 

“Okay, I’ll go to him and try it out.” Seeing Lin Rui’s serious look, Tony nodded and said. 

“Are you still worried about whether you can take on Iron Man’s responsibilities?” Seeing that Tony’s 

emotions were almost recovered, Lin Rui asked with a smile on his face. 

“Worry? Why would I be upset, I’m Iron Man!” After Lin Rui and Peter’s encouragement and the 

expectation of a complete recovery, Tony has now put aside those negative ideas. 

“Haha! I still got to see the weak side of Iron Man Tony Stark” Lin Rui laughed and joked when he saw 

Tony now. 

“Now, let us fight back Killian!” 

 


